Introduction {#S0001}
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the frequently primary liver malignant tumors that are the most vital disease worldwide. Multiple-therapeutic approaches have been selected and provided benefits of survival on different stages of HCC. More importantly, cancer chemotherapy is the most common treatment in modern medicine development. According to the report, betulinic acid (BA), a pentacyclic triterpenoid mainly from birch, possesses a large number of pharmacological activities such as anti-oxidant, anti-malarial, anti-inflammatory, hepatoprotective, anthelmintic, anti-depression, anti-HIV and anti-cancer.[@CIT0001] It could induce tumor cell apoptosis by activating mitochondrial membrane permeability and releasing Smac, cytochrome or apoptosis.[@CIT0002] It is capable of leading the creation of reactive oxygen species, activate caspase sand nuclear fragmentation.[@CIT0003] Besides, it has attracted considerable attention to many studies on derivatives which have demonstrated promising results as chemotherapeutic agents for different types of cancers.[@CIT0004] However, due to the low water solubility and short half-life in the system cycle, it demonstrated incomplete anti-tumor activity.[@CIT0005]

Due to superior biocompatibility and biodegradability, new nanocarriers have been widely focused on and applied for the drug delivery system of anti-tumor pharmaceuticals. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) conjugated pharmaceuticals for targeted cancer cell has become one of the best dosage forms for efficient chemotherapeutic agents delivery. Tocofersolan, D-α-tocopherol polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate (Vitamin E-TPGS, TPGS), amphiphilic vitamin E derivative containing PEG 1000 is a famous drug delivery system surfactant and a drug safety adjuvant approved by FDA. TPGS contains a hydrophilic polar head and a lipophilic alkyl tail, which increases apparent solubility and stability of some unstable drugs.[@CIT0006] It has beneficial solubilisation effects, which improve the oral bioavailability of certain liposoluble anti-cancer drugs and inhibit P-glycoprotein (P-gp)-mediated multi-drug resistance (MDR) to improve tumor cells permeability.[@CIT0007] TPGS possesses selective cytotoxic effects and induces anti-cancer cell apoptosis, which can be linked with other chemotherapeutic drugs to improve therapeutic efficiency and reduce side effects. The selective apoptosis systems of TPGS-mediated cancer cells are complex, mainly including reactive oxygen species (ROS) inducers, down-regulation of anti-apoptotic proteins and DNA damage.[@CIT0008] Therefore, we believe that TPGS could increase the solubility and the bioavailability of BA, and even improve therapeutic efficiency and reduce side effects.

Polyprenol (PP) is an important lipid with high biological activity in the form of homologues and widely present in organisms. *Ginkgo biloba* Leaves polyprenol (GBP) is a liposoluble component generally consisting of 15 to 21unsaturated isoprene units.[@CIT0009] GBP could selectively increase the intracellular accumulation of chemotherapeutic drugs and the cytotoxins in MDR-related tumor cells. Therefore, GBP is expected to become a promising MDR modulator and synergist.[@CIT0010] Besides, GBP shows broad prospects in the treatment of Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). We reported that it had significantly inhibitory effect of graphene oxide and folate coupled chitosan nanocomposites loaded with GBP and fullerene C~60~ on MHCC97H cells. GBP has a good synergistic effect in inhibiting the proliferation of MHCC97H cells.[@CIT0011] The previous research implied that polypentadiene lipids could greatly increase the permeability and fluidity of cell membrane.[@CIT0012] The addition of TPGS mixed lipids can be implemented in drug delivery systems (DDS), such as liposomes, solid lipid NPs, and self-microemulsifying DDS to improve solubility, anti-cancer efficacy, MDR-inhibiting capacity, oral absorption and even could be delivered as a targeted bridge.[@CIT0013] According to our expectations, novel core-shell type nanopreparation based on lipid (GBP) and TPGS may have better therapeutic effects than conventional TPGS preparations.

Fullerene C~60~ (C~60~F) is an important type of nanomaterial, which has attracted wide attention due to its specific structure, unique physical, chemical and electric properties. This indicates that C~60~F and its derivatives have a high efficiency in inhibiting tumor cell growth compared with ordinary anti-tumor pharmaceuticals.[@CIT0014] It is worth noting that fullerenol (C~60~(OH)~n~) is a water-soluble original C~60~F, which is rich in hydroxyl groups and could efficiently inhibit the growth and metastasis of transplanted malignant tumor.[@CIT0015] The number of OH groups in fullerenol is a critical factor in interacting with cell membranes. Fullerenol has more hydroxyl groups to bring better water solubility, but its strong hydrophilicity hinders its penetration on full-fat soluble cell membranes,[@CIT0016] thereby reducing its biological activity.[@CIT0017] TPGS can dissolve water-soluble stages of C~60~F in by dissolving of the core of C~60~F spherical micelles.[@CIT0018] Therefore, we hope to use TPGS and GBP to mix different amounts of low-substituted hydroxyl fullerenol and BA to enhance the cell membrane permeability and expect to improve its biological activity.

HCC metastasis is the main cause of liver cancer mortality, and little is known about the effect on the HCC metastasis. Therefore, the focus on early work is to investigate and understand the etiopathogenesis and molecular treatment of HCC metastasis. We believe that the polyprenol lipids and vitamin E-TPGS hybrid nanoparticles (NPs) are applied to control the release of betulinic acid and low-substituted hydroxyl fullerenol (BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs) is a novel and promising approach to disrupt the process of migration or invasion, and even curb tumor growth and metastasis. BA and GBP cannot be directly dispersed in water. While BA and GBP are the loaded drugs in NPs, which are dispersed in, molten TPGS. This study involves the preparation of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs by nanoprecipitation[@CIT0018],[@CIT0019] and ultrasonic-assisted emulsification (UAE)[@CIT0020] method. We specifically selected MHCC97H cell line (a highly metastatic HCC cell line) as an experimental model, and this highly metastatic nature of MHCC97H cell may help us to obtain more information about the mechanism of HCC metastasis than ordinary HCC cells. We believe that the prepared NPs may have a better effect on MHCC97H cells than single BA or C~60~(OH)~n~.

Materials and Methods {#S0002}
=====================

Materials {#S0002-S2001}
---------

BA (HPLC, contents over 97.0%), TPGS (average molecular weight of 1513) and Triton X-100 purchased from Aladdin Chemical Company (Shanghai, China). C~60~(OH)~n~ (n=2--6, n=10--14 and n=16--20) purchased from Tanfeng Company (Suzhou, China). GBP (HPLC, C~70~-C~120~, contents over 99.0%) separated and purified from *Ginkgo biloba* Leaves in September 2018, Sichuan Province, China.

Preparation of TPGS Solution {#S0002-S2002}
----------------------------

Two percent TPGS aqueous solutions were produced by the dissolution of 2.0 g TPGS (m.p.=38\~41°C) on a hot plate and the hydration of the melt with 98 mL hot nanopure water in 50°C constant whisking. The TPGS with water mixture was whisked for more than 6 hours and cooled until indoor temperature. The resulting TPGS aqueous solution was colourless and steady at indoor temperature for a few days. It was continued to dilution by nanopure water to 0.05% before application.

Preparation of C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS Dispersion Mixture {#S0002-S2003}
---------------------------------------------------

C~60~(OH)~n~ (mixture with n=2-6, n=10-14 and n=16-20, 1:1:1, w/w/w) was added to TPGS melt in a water bath. After 2 h the brown mixture was hydrated with hot nanopure water about 50°C with constant stirring and cooled until room temperature. After 0.22 μm filtration both the C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS solutions (containing total of 10 mg/mL C~60~(OH)~n~ mixture) are clear orange and steady at indoor temperature for a few days.

Preparation of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0002-S2004}
-------------------------------------------

Both BA and different weights ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}) of GBP were, respectively, added and dissolved in ethyl acetate (containing 10 mg/mL BA). The mixture of BA and GBP solution to ethyl acetate and the prepared C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion mixture (1:10, v/v) were hydrated with hot nanopure water under constant magnetic stirring overnight to remove the organic solvent. Later, the BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs formed were harvested with a predetermined high speed (15,000 r/min) by high-speed agitator (IKA-WERK, ultra Turrax, T25 basic, Staufen, Germany) for 30 min in constantly indoor temperature. Meanwhile, it was assisted by ultrasonic through the use of a disrupter horn hooked up Sonifier (50% amplitude and 10% pulsation) were used with 10 min at 30\~40 ºC. The NPs were cleansed with water, recentrifuged and kept in vacuum dryers at 4°C to further assessments.Table 1Characterization of NPs PreparationsNPs PreparationsGBP % of TPGSMean Particle Size (nm)Mean Zeta Potential (mV)Polydispersity Index (PDI)BA Loading Efficiency (%)BA Encapsulation Efficiency (%)C~60~(OH)~n~ Loading Efficiency (%)C~60~(OH)~n~ Encapsulation Efficiency (%)Batch A1%226.9±26.8a−7.05±0.58a0.311±0.011a2.489±0.014a47.81±2.41a2.450±0.021a46.32±3.43aBatch B5%229.2±23.1a−7.04±0.62a0.305±0.010a3.449±0.042b57.96±3.94b3.351±0.018b54.04±5.04bBatch C10%220.4±22.0a−6.98±0.53a0.279±0.012b4.695±0.119c66.89±4.09c4.620±0.322c64.38±2.52cBatch D15%205.5±20.5b−6.84±0.69b0.255±0.009c7.031±0.252d80.05±6.56d6.878±0.427d80.02±3.67dBatch E\*20%191.1±21.2c−6.80±0.78b0.251±0.021c9.059±0.598e92.89±5.21e8.013±0.612e86.58±2.59eBatch F25%231.0±25.7a−6.59±0.65c0.264±0.015d8.772±0.761f90.97±2.43e7.841±0.389e84.90±4.47eBatch G30%359.8±31.1d−6.62±0.32c0.238±0.018e8.001±0.531g85.10±4.65f7.081±0.627d78.95±2.25d[^1]

Characterization of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0002-S2005}
------------------------------------------------

Scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) was applied to measure the morphologies of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs: the freezing-dry NPs were directly cast into a fixed sliding glass. After drying at indoor temperature, the samples were processed under high vacuum and examined with an electron microscopy (JSM-6010LA, Japan). For in-situ liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments, the NP solutions were dispersed in solution of Triton X-100 (1%) with pure water. And NP solution was then loaded into liquid cell scaffold and examined with an electron microscopy (JEM-2200FS, Japan). The FTIR samples were prepared by integration of a small amount of samples of 100 mg potassium bromides, which was then condensed to crystal panel. FTIR spectrum was attained by scanning in the range from 4000\~400 cm^−1^ on an FTIR instrument (GX-1, USA). Size distribution and zeta potentiometry (Nano-ZS90, UK): the prepared nanoemulsion (the prepared NPs mixed with Triton X-100 dispersed in water) was diluted 100 times with pure water. Mensuration of size distribution of the specimen was assayed in the scope of 0.1\~5000 nm at indoor temperature. Mensuration of zeta potential for the specimen was metered using photodiode detectors at room temperature.

Drug Loading Efficiency (DE) and Encapsulation Efficiency (EE) of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0002-S2006}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DE and EE of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs were determined in accordance with the reported method.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0022] A certain amount of the NPs was made into powder, extracted with n-hexane for 24 h, and then an external standard method was applied to confirm the concentration of supernatant medical BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ by HPLC.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0025] DE and EE of NPs were calculated in accordance with the following formula. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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W~l~ is the weight of loading BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, while W~m~ is the weight of NPs, and W~a~ is the originally added weight of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~. In the DE and EE studies, the results of three diverse samples were averaged and displayed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD).

Drug Release of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0002-S2007}
--------------------------------------------

Drug release from the BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) was simulated in intestinal fluid (pH 7.4) and simulated the extracellular tumor environment (pH 6.5). Briefly, a 5 mg of NPs sample was suspended in 5 mL PBS (pH 7.4) and continuously stirred at 37 °C. After incubation, 2.5 mL of the supernatant was removed and the equal volume of PBS was replaced. All data were measured by HPLC method,[@CIT0021]--[@CIT0023] and the release rate was calculated as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$${\rm{Release\ rate }}\left({\rm{\% }} \right) = {{\mathop \sum \nolimits_{\rm{i}}^{\rm{n}} {{\rm{C}}_{\rm{i}}}{{\rm{V}}_0}} \over {\rm{M}}} \times 100{\rm{\% }}$$
\end{document}$$

V~0~ is the cleared volume of the release media, C~i~ is the certain concentration of released BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, and M is the total mass of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ of specimen. In the evaluation of drug release, the results of three various specimens were averaged and were displayed as SD.

Stability Studies {#S0002-S2008}
-----------------

Stability studies during storage (mean size and PDI) at 25°C within 0\~30 days were performed on aliquots. Stability studies in simulated media (mean size) were performed at 0\~24 h in simulated intestinal fluid (pH 7.4) and in the simulated extracellular tumor environment (pH 6.5) at 37°C.The results were displayed when three independently measured SDs were performed.

Cell Culture {#S0002-S2009}
------------

The human HCC cell species MHCC97H and normal human hepatic cell species L02 with high metastatic potential were purchased from Shanghai Cancer Institute (China). The cells were cultured in DMEM, penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 U/mL) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), plated at 10^4^ cells and incubated at 37 ºC. Culture the cells until they achieved in the logarithmic growth phase.

Cytotoxicity of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0002-S2010}
--------------------------------------------

The cytotoxicity of MHCC97H and L02 cells was assessed by advanced MTT[@CIT0026] and lactate dehydrogenase leakage test (LDH).[@CIT0027] The samples were BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs (BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 μg/mL and GBP concentration is double the concentration of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, BA-TPGS solution (BA concentration same as NPs), C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion (C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration same as NPs), GBP-TPGS solution (GBP concentration same as NPs). TPGS solution (without supplementary BA, GBP or C~60~(OH)~n~) was treated as the negative control, while cis-diamino-dichloro-platinum (II) (cisplatin, CDDP) was the positive control. For MTT analysis, an additional 100 μL aliquot of culture media (including the test samples) were added to 0.2% DMSO and then incubated for 3 days. The cells were stained with MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide), and the absorbance was measured at 550 nm. IC~50~ values were measured as the concentrations of drugs or samples required to achieve 50% cytostatic inhibition. To detect the morphology of sample-treated cells, the cells were pre-seeded on the coverslips at a density of 2×10^4^ cells/mL, and placed at 37 ºC in a 5% CO~2~ atmosphere for 24 h. The sample solutions were added with different concentrations and then incubated for 24 h. After treatment and measurement as depicted above, the cells were fixed in containing 1% paraformaldehyde in PBS. The statistics were presented as the percentage of viable cells relative to the control group (control group: untreated cells with 100% viability). Relative inhibition ratio (R%) was calculated in accordance with formula (1). The statistics were expressed as the mean ± SD of three separate measurements. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The LDH activity was assayed in 3.0 mL of reactant mixture containing 100 μL of pyruvate (2.5 mg/mL phosphate buffer) and 100 μL of NADH (2.5 mg/mL phosphate buffer). The remaining volume was modulated with phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4).The oxygenation rate of NADH was measured by the use of a Varioskan Flash spectral scanning multimode reader (Thermo Fisher, USA) at 25 ºC, 1 min intervals at 340 nm for 3 min. The released LDH data is presented as LDH activity in media. All data were presented as the mean ± SD of three independent measurements.

Cell Proliferation Assays and Cell Apoptosis Analysis {#S0002-S2011}
-----------------------------------------------------

The concentrations of MHCC97H and L02 cells treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs (BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 μg/mL and GBP concentration is double the concentration of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, BA-TPGS solution (BA concentration is the same as NPs), C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion (C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration) same as NPs), GBP-TPGS solution (GBP concentration is the same as NPs). TPGS solution was the negative control while cis-diamino-dichloro-platinum (II) (cisplatin, CDDP) was the positive control. They harvested 48 hands and gathered. Cell proliferation was determined with the colony formation cell assay. Approximately 500 cells were added into the plate and preserved in DMEM (10% FBS). Colonies were fixed with MeOH and stained with 0.1% crystal violet in PBS. The colony development was determined by counting the number of stained colonies. Flow cytometry for cell apoptosis analysis: FITC Annexin V and PI were double-stained with FITC Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit (BD Biosciences), and a flow cytometry (FACScan^®^, BD Biosciences) investigated the cells supplied from a Cell Quest software (BD Biosciences). The relative ratio of early apoptotic cells in each test was compared to the comparative transfectant. The results were presented as the mean ± SD of three separate measurements.

Comet Assay {#S0002-S2012}
-----------

The comet assay is a technique that identifying genotoxicity by detecting DNA strand damage.[@CIT0028] Nearly 7×10^4^ cells/well were seeded in the plate. After seeding, MHCC97H and L02 cells were disposed with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs (BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 μg/mL and GBP concentrations are double the concentration of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~), BA-TPGS solution (BA concentrations are the same as NPs), C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion fluid (C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations are the same as NPs), GBP-TPGS solution (GBP concentrations are the same as NPs). The positive control was tert-butyl hydroperoxide (50 mg/mL) and the negative control is TPGS solution. After treatment with the samples, the cells were trypsinized and resuspended in DMEM, and the cell suspension was centrifuged. The cells were suspended in PBS for comet assay. Approximately 5 μL of cell suspension (about 10^4^ cells) was mixed with 95 μL of 0.5% agarose (low melting point), stratified at the end of the normal slide, and pre-coated with 200 μL 1% normal agarose. After that, it was overlapped with a third layer containing 100 μL of 0.5% agarose. Then, the slides were immersed in the lysis solution (pH 10) for 12 h. The slides were immersed in a electrophoresis solution (pH ≥13) for 15 min. Electrophoresis was performed at 15 V for 15 min. The slides were neutralized with tris buffer at pH 7.5, which was treated with 20 μg/mL bromoethyl stain and then retain until scoring. By using a light analysis system (Comet assay IV) attached to a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Ts2R-FL), place slides at 400x magnification for analysis. The percentage of DNA in the tail and tail moment were detected and measured as comet parameters. Pictures of 100 stochastic cells were validated for each test. All values were attained from the mean of three individual tests: 200 cells totally per concentration.

Wound Healing Assay {#S0002-S2013}
-------------------

The migration ability of MHCC97H cells was tested by the wound healing assay.[@CIT0029] MHCC97H cells were seeded on 0.1% gelatin-coated plates until they reached 80% confluence and then incubated with 10 µg/mL mitomycin C to inactivate the cells. The cell monolayer was scraped off with a sterile micropipette tip and washed with PBS. After that, the medium was replaced with fresh medium, including TPGS solution (negative control), BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs (BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 μg/mL and GBP concentration is double the concentration of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, BA-TPGS solution (BA concentration is the same as NPs), C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion (C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration) same as NPs), GBP-TPGS solution (GBP concentration is the same as NPs). After 24 hours of incubation with an inverted microscope (Nikon Ts2R-FL), the wound closure was recorded and photographed. Wound closure was detected and measured by microscope software, and the inhibitory effect was expressed as a percentage of the control group, which was set to 100%. Migrated units were photographed and counted in five randomly selected fields.

Cell Invasion {#S0002-S2014}
-------------

To assess the invasion of MHCC97H cells, the cells were analyzed using the xCELLigence^®^ DP system (ACEA Biosciences) and CIM-16 plates.[@CIT0030] The cell index increased when cells invaded the cell membrane from the top-down chamber under the action of a chemical attractant containing 10% serum and adhered to the electronic sensor on the other side of the membrane. Before the experiment, the membrane of the upper chamber was covered with 30 μL matrigel, and the matrix was dehydrated in a serum-free medium at a ratio of 1:40. After seeding into the upper chamber, MHCC97H cells were starved for 24 hours in serum-free medium. Ten percent serum was added to the lower chamber as a migration attractant. Allow cells to remain for 30 minutes, then add different samples including TPGS solution (negative control), BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs (BA or C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50 μg/mL and GBP concentration is double the concentration of BA or C~60~(OH)~n~, BA-TPGS solution (BA concentration is the same as NPs), C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion (C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration) same as NPs), GBP-TPGS solution (GBP concentration is the same as NPs). After 24 hours of treatment, invading cells were photographed and counted in 5 randomly selected areas.

Reverse Transcription-Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-qPCR) {#S0002-S2015}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

MHCC97H cells were seeded into the plate at a density of about 5×10^5^ cells/well, cultured overnight, and then disposed of with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS having various BA concentrations (1, 10, 50 μg/mL) and C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration (1, 10, 50 μg/mL) for 12 hours. The entire RNA of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs treated cells was isolated by using Trizol reagent. RT-qPCR reactions were performed using 2 µg of total RNA and a reversible auxiliary first-strand cDNA synthesis kit (BD Biosciences) according to the manufacturer's specifications. Amplification conditions were as follows: pre-denaturation at 94 ºC for 5 minutes, followed by 30 amplification cycles (94 ºC for 50 s, 60 ºC for 40 s, and 72 ºC for 50 s), and then extension at 72 ºC for 10 minutes (in ABI 7300 Thermo cycler (Applied Biosystems)), Living technology). The specific primer sequences in each gene are as follows: caspase-3, 5-GGTATTGAGACAGACAGTGG-3 (forward), and 5-CATGGGATCTGTTTCTTTGC-3 (reverse); caspase-8, 5′-GATGAGGCAGACTTTCTGCT-3′ (forward) and 5′-CATAGTTCACGCCAGTCAGGAT-3′ (reverse) and caspase-9, 5′-CATTTCATGGTGGAGGTGAAG-3′ (forward) and 5′-GGGAACTGCAGGTGGCTG-3′ (reverse). Data analysis was performed by using the 2^−ΔΔCt^ metric.[@CIT0031] The samples were normalized for *β*-actin and used as an endogenous control.

Western Blot Analysis {#S0002-S2016}
---------------------

In order to study the effects of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs on migration and invasion-related signal pathways, MHCC97H cells were treated on BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ (concentrations: 1, 10, 50 μg/mL) for 24 hours and then that were collected for Western blot analysis. An equal amount of 35 µg of protein lysate was separated by 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The following antibodies were used: caspase-3, caspase-8, caspase-9 and *β*-actin (Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. Danvers, MA, USA).

Results {#S0003}
=======

Characterization of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs {#S0003-S2001}
------------------------------------------------

In this study, BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs were prepared by nanoprecipitation using the UAE method ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}). The small particle size of NPs is achieved by homogenization and then ultrasonic treatment. NPs are characterized by SEM ([Figure 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}), TEM ([Figure 2B](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}) and size distribution ([Figure 2D](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). In the SEM, NPs are spherical, with uneven and abnormal surfaces, close to 140 to 250 nm. In addition, due to sample processing (high vacuum), a small portion of TPGS was evenly distributed on the surface of the NPs, and some of them shrank. Therefore, in order to maximize the recovery of the original form of NPs in the solution system, it is necessary to analyze the in situ liquid cell TEM. In TEM, the NPs in solution are more uniform than the dry NPs in SEM. The structure of the inner and outer layers of the NPs is obvious, with a dark black circle in the particles (indicated by the red arrow). By obtaining each data from [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, we found that Batch E had the best average size (191.1 ± 21.2 nm) and PdI (0.251 ± 0.021), and the average zeta potential was −6.80 ± 0.78 mV. The size and zeta potential of the optimized NPs were in the range of 140.2 \~ 258.4 nm, and in the range of −23.14 \~ 16.66 mV. FTIR analysis ([Figure 2C](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}): The characteristic peaks of NPs such as C-O at 1132 cm^−1^ were detected from FTIR tensile vibration at, asymmetric bending vibration of CH~3~ at 1351 cm^−1^, asymmetric bending vibration of CH~2~ at 1425 cm^−1^, C=O tensile vibration at 1602 cm^−1^, the tensile vibration of C-H at 2891 cm^−1^ and the tensile vibration of O-H at 3409 cm^−1^. Compared with the infrared absorption peaks of hydroxyl groups in other samples (especially TPGS), the hydroxyl peaks of NPs have a slight blue shift.Figure 1Illustration of the polyprenol lipid and vitamin E-TPGS-based core-shell type nanoparticles for betulinic acid and fullerenol delivery. (**A**) Chemical structure of betulinic acid and *Ginkgo biloba* leaves polyprenol. (**B**) Preparation scheme of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs.Figure 2Characterization of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs. (**A**) SEM image. (**B**) TEM image. (**C**) FTIR spectrum. (**D**) Size distribution.

Drug Loading Efficiency and Encapsulation Efficiency {#S0003-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------

Efficiency of medicine delivery lies on encapsulation efficiency, also known as drug loading efficiency. It is a significant parameter for the batch optimization procedure. With the obtainment of per data from [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}, we discovered that batch E has the best encapsulation efficiency (BA, 92.89%±5.21%, C~60~(OH)~n~, 86.58%±2.59%) and drug loading efficiency (BA, 9.059%±0.598%, C~60~(OH)~n~, 8.013%±0.612%). The loading efficiency of both BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ could be large to the best of the ability and meanwhile the encapsulation efficiency of both BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ could be over 85%.

In vitro Drug Release {#S0003-S2003}
---------------------

The in vitro release profile of C~60~(OH)~n~ versus BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs describes the release of up to 75% of the drug in the original burst within 5 hours, and the release is ensured by sustained release of the drug until 12 h. In contrast, the in vitro release profile of BA to NPs shows that up to 75% of the drug is released in 7 hours with weaker initial bursts, and is ensured by the continuous release of the drug up to 12 hours. It can be seen from [Figure 3A](#F0003){ref-type="fig"} that the release process of BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ from NPs at pH 6.5 is too similar to that at pH 7.4. The results show that both BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ of NPs show a biphasic with sustained drug release characteristics release mode at pH 7.4 and pH 6.5.Figure 3Drug release and stability of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs. (**A**) Cumulative release profile of BA and C~60~(OH)~n~. (**B**) Stability after preparation 1-day storage. (**C**) Stability after 1-month storage.

Stability Studies {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------

In independent experiments, aliquots were stored at 25ºC and stability studies were performed during storage between 0 and 30 days. Stability studies were performed in simulated media at 0 \~ 24 h at 37°C, pH 7.4 or pH 6.5 buffer solution. The results during storage ([Figure 3B](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) showed no significant changes in the mean particle size of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs up to 30 days after PdI preparation (p \> 0.05). The results of the simulated medium in buffer solutions at pH 7.4 and pH 6.5 ([Figure 3C](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the average particle size of NP and PdI did not change significantly until 24 h after preparation (p \> 0.05).

Cytotoxicity {#S0003-S2005}
------------

In order to study the cytotoxicity of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NP and a single drug from NPs, such as a mixture of BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ with GBP and TPGS, MHCC97H and L02 cells were used to study the in vitro cytotoxicity. Compared to the TPGS solution, the developed formula has significantly higher cytotoxicity in MHCC97H and L02 cell lines (p \< 0.05). As can be seen from [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"}, BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion inhibited the growth of MHCC97H and L02 cells at different doses. Concentration (p \< 0.05). Depending on the concentration of cells treated with a dose of BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ from 1 to 50 μg/mL, the R% of NPs treatment in MHCC97H and L02 cells increased from 49.8% to 94.8%, from 4.4% to 29.2%, respectively. In the case of the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration of BA-TPGS solution or C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion, all BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations of NPs showed higher inhibitory ability on MHCC97H cells, and the cytotoxicity is low on L02 cells (MTT and LDH, P\<0.05). In particular, low concentrations of BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations of NPs showed good inhibitory ability on MHCC97H cells (cell viability: 50.2% to 41.0% of the control, LDH release: 169.3% to 178.7% of the control). Low cytotoxicity of L02 cells (cells): 95.6% to 93.7%, LDH release: 104.6% to 107.1% of the control).Figure 4Cytotoxicity of different concentration samples on MHCC97H and L02 cells. (**A**) on MHCC97H, by MTT assay (**B**) on L02 cells, by MTT assay. (**C**) on MHCC97H, by LDH assay (**D**) on L02 cells, by LDH assay. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, versus viability or LDH release of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS or C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS at the corresponding concentration of TPGS solution using Student's *t*-test. ^@^p \< 0.05, ^@@^p \< 0.01, versus viability or LDH release of cell treated with the NPs at the corresponding concentration of C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS using Student's *t*-test. ^\#^p \< 0.05, ^\#\#^p \< 0.01, versus viability or LDH release of cell treated with the NPs at the corresponding concentration of BA-TPGS through the use of Student's *t*-test. Positive control was 20 μg/mL CDDP. The cell viabilities were under 1%. Values express mean ± SD (n= 3).

Cell Multiplication Assays and Cell Apoptosis Analysis {#S0003-S2006}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to survey the sample's potential role in cell proliferation ([Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}), a colony formation test was used. The results showed that by inhibiting BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, the survival rate of colony formation in the doses of TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion in MHCC97H cell line were significantly reduced depending on different BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations (P \<0.05). At all doses, the results show that at the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration, NPs have a greater ability to inhibit the proliferation of MHCC97H cells than BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion. Under the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration, the proliferation ability of L02 cells relative to the BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion. Subsequently, flow cytometry analysis was performed to continue to detect whether apoptosis has affected the NPs on the proliferation of MHCC97H cells. The results show that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs can obviously induce apoptosis of MHCC97H cells. In particular, high concentrations of NPs (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~: 50 μg/mL) have the strongest cell decay death induction ability.Figure 5MHCC97H cells proliferation assays and apoptosis analysis. (**A**) Colony formation assay. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, versus colony number of cells treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS or C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS at the corresponding concentration of TPGS solution using Student's *t*-test. ^@^p \< 0.05, ^@@^p \< 0.01, versus colony number of cells treated with the NPs at the corresponding concentration of C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS using Student's *t*-test. ^\#^p \< 0.05, ^\#\#^p \< 0.01, versus colony number of cells treated with the NPs at the corresponding concentration of BA-TPGS using Student's *t*-test. (**B**, **C**) Flow-cytometer of cells stained with Annexin V and PI in MHCC97H cells with control (TPGS solution) or the NPs (1, 10 and 50 μg/mL BA/C~60~(OH)~n~). \*\*p \< 0.01, versus apoptotic of cell treated with control or the NPs at the corresponding concentration of TPGS solution using Student's *t*-test. ^@^p \< 0.05, ^@@^p \< 0.01, versus apoptotic of cell treated with 10 or 50 μg/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs at the corresponding concentration of 1 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs using Student's *t*-test.

Genotoxic Effects {#S0003-S2007}
-----------------

The genotoxic effects of the aforementioned NPs were assessed by comet analysis. Compared with the TPGS solution, the tail DNA and tail moment of MHCC97H and L02 cells were measured for developed formulations, with statistically significant (p \< 0.05) reduction ([Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}) (representative photo of DNA damage, [Figure 6E](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}). Induced genotoxicity in MHCC97H cells was traced to the positively induced doses of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion in different concentration ranges immediate dose-response effects on the percentage of tail and tail moment in DNA. In addition, in MHCC97H and L02 cells, the genotoxic effect of the same concentration of NPs was significantly lower than that of BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion. In particular, NPs with low C60 (OH) n concentrations showed lower genotoxicity (tail DNA on MHCC97H cells: 5.12%, tail moment: 4.11; tail DNA on L02 cells: 5.07%, tail moment: 4.23).Figure 6DNA damage detected by comet assay. (**A**) on MHCC97H, by tail DNA (**B**) on L02 cells, by tail DNA. (**C**) on MHCC97H, by tail moment (**D**) on L02 cells, by tail moment. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, versus tail DNA or tail moment of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS or C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS at the corresponding concentration of TPGS solution using Student's *t*-test. ^@^p \< 0.05, ^@@^p \< 0.01, versus tail DNA or tail moment of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs at the corresponding concentration of C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS using Student's *t*-test. ^\#^p \< 0.05, versus tail DNA or tail moment of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs at the corresponding concentration of BA-TPGS through the use of Student's *t*-test. Positive control was 50 mg/mL tBOOH. Tail DNA (%) was above 95% and tail moment was above 98. Values express mean ± SD (n= 3). E. Representative photos of DNA damage. MHCC97H cells: a. negative control (TPGS solution); b. 1 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs; c. 10 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs; d. 50 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs. L02 cells: e. control (TPGS solution); f. 1 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs; g. 10 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs; h. 50 *μ*g/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) of the NPs.

In vitro Migration and Invasion Capability Inhibition {#S0003-S2008}
-----------------------------------------------------

The inﬂuence of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs on MHCC97H cell migration and incursion was consistently to be assessed. In the present study, the migration of MHCC97H cells treated with all tested concentrations range doses of the NPs, BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion fluid was significantly reduced in a dose-dependent method relative to the contrast group ([Figure 7A](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). At all doses, the research revealed that the NPs were higher inhibition lever of migration on MHCC97H cells compared with BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion fluid at the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations. Besides, the results of the cell invasion assay showed that all tested concentrations range doses of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion fluid obviously restrained the incursion capability of the MHCC97H cells in a dose-dependent method compared with the contrast group ([Figure 7B](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}). And at all doses, the study showed that the NPs were greater inhibition invasion on MHCC97H cells compared with BA-TPGS solution and C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS dispersion fluid at the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations.Figure 7Migration and invasion capability inhibition. (**A**) MHCC97H cells migration by wound healing assay. (**B**) MHCC97H cells invasion by the xCELLigence^®^ DP system. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, versus migration relative distance or invasive percentage of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, BA-TPGS or C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS at the corresponding concentration of TPGS solution using Student's *t*-test. ^@^p \< 0.05, ^@@^p \< 0.01, versus migration relative distance or invasive percentage of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs at the corresponding concentration of C~60~(OH)~n~-TPGS using Student's *t*-test.^\#^p \< 0.05, ^\#\#^p \< 0.01, versus migration relative distance or invasive percentage of cell treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs at the corresponding concentration of BA-TPGS using Student's *t*-test. Values present mean ± SD (n= 3).

Western Blot Analysis {#S0003-S2009}
---------------------

In order to understand the mechanism of establishing anti-metastatic properties of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs, the signal pathways involved in the migration and invasion of MHCC97H cells were examined by Western blot analysis after processing NPs with different BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations (1, 10, and 50 μg/mL) for 24 hours. Compared with the control group, the mRNA expression of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 was significantly increased in cells treated with NP at 1, 10 and 50 μg/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration) ([Figure 8A](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with the control group, protein expression of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 was significantly increased in cells treated with NP at 1, 10 and 50 μg/mL (BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration), respectively ([Figure 8B](#F0008){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these results indicate that curing human liver tumor cells with moderate BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs should effectively exceed Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 expression in MHCC97H cells.Figure 8Effects of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs treatment of MHCC97H cells on the expression levels of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9. (**A**) Following treatment of MHCC97H cells with different concentrations of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs for 24 h, the mRNA expression levels of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 were tested by RT-qPCR. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01, versus control using Student's *t*-test. (**B**) Western blotting showed the adjustment of protein by diverse concentration of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs on MHCC97H cells after 24 h.

Discussions {#S0004}
===========

In this study, we prepared nanotechnology-related systems for loading two types of BA and low-substituted hydroxyl fullerenols. The NPs were developed by anti-solvent precipitation manner utilizing homogenization followed by ultra-sonication. Under acidic conditions, TPGS degradation is a problem due to the degradation of TPGS, which the stability is insufficient.[@CIT0032] Therefore, a neutral medium (such as ethyl acetate, DMSO or acetone) used to dissolve BA and C~60~(OH) by neutral medium such as ethyl acetate, DMSO and acetone. The TEM outcomes and zeta potential analysis revealed that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs prepared were steady and well-dispersed in culture medium. From TEM, a circle of dark black within the particle should be the main distribution of C~60~(OH)~n~ in the NPs. There were not enough hydroxyl groups on the C~60~(OH)~n~, induced to the presence of lipophilic inside of the NPs, rather than the outer hydrophilic layer. Besides, the infrared absorption peak of the NPs showed blue shifted slightly, possibly due to weak hydrogen bonding between the C~60~(OH)~n~ mixture and with GBP and BA. We inferred that the mixture of C~60~(OH)~n~ with different hydroxyl groups may have a certain effect on the stability of the NPs system itself.

Process and preparation variables have an important influence on the physical and chemical properties of NPs, which control the drug loading, drug release, cellular uptake and targeted delivery of NPs.[@CIT0033] Higher negative zeta potential can increase the chance of cellular uptake in the Reticulo Endothelial System (RES).[@CIT0034] PEG-modified nanoparticles usually have a charge shielding effect and lead to lower absolute values of zeta potential.[@CIT0035] This phenomenon also exists in this study, so we performed a stability study in this study as a supplement. Due to the NP size range (10 \~ 200 nm), Endogenous RES cannot recognize these carriers, so NPs enhance permeability and retention (EPR) effects.[@CIT0036] However, the purpose is to make the DE of BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ higher, and the zeta potential is in batch A (higher zeta potential) and batch E (size: 10 \~ 200 nm, higher DE and relative There is no significant difference between higher EE) and optimization). With the proportion of batch E (NPs is 20% GBP), BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ in BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs are likely to be saturated. Therefore, the optimized batch E of preparing NPs is reasonable for our next research. In this study of DE and EE, the prepared NPs had higher DE (both BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ exceeded 17%) and EE (BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ both exceeded 85%). Hydrophobic drugs.

The study on the release characteristics of BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ showed that the nano-system of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs can maintain the release rate to 12 hours, which may be attributed to the internal lipid (GBP) and external stabilizer (TPGS) coatings, which have different thicknesses, leading to the initial high burst release. The second is a sustained release mode, which prolongs drug release from the NPs system and delays release from the core Absolute abrupt release.[@CIT0037] Compared with BA, the distribution of C~60~(OH)~n~ in the core of NPs is more external, which can also be supported in TEM. The release rate of C~60~(OH)~n~ is slightly faster than BA, but the trends between the two are similar. Controlling the release of NPs helps to overcome or reduce the multidrug resistance of HCC cells.[@CIT0038] This is very important for the preparation of anti-cancer NPs and is essential for the treatment of HCC diseases. Stability The test results show that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs can keep stable performance for 30 days or 24 hours in the simulated medium. It is emphasized that in this study, BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs are both physically and chemically stable, which may be due to the drug core (the spherical nanocapsule structure of the BA/C~60~(OH)~n~) is surrounded by lipids (GBP) and stabilizers (TPGS).

In this cytotoxicity study, it was found that in the same BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentration, it showed higher inhibition ability for MHCC97H cells and lower cytotoxic effect on L02 cells by MTT assay and LDH assay. It is speculated that NPs containing TPGS and GBP can enhance inhibition of MHCC97H cells treated with BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ in GBP . The cytotoxicity of C~60~(OH)~n~ on various cells is significantly different. The genotoxicity of C~60~(OH)~n~ mainly depends on the cell size, dose and cell type.[@CIT0039] Based on this relationship between the hydroxyl value of fullerenol and cell membrane activity, the results include that n≤2 tends to penetrate into the cell membrane. n≥8 tends to adhere to the cell membrane; n = 6 tends to penetrate the entire cell membrane.[@CIT0016] This study involved the selection of C~60~(OH)~n~ mixtures with n = 2--6, n = 10--14, and n = 16--20 to take full advantage of their different effects on cell membranes, thus showing better biological activity. Fullerenol-treated cells have significantly increased permeability and spread in HCC cells.[@CIT0040] In addition, polypentadiene can greatly improve the permeability and fluidity of cell membranes.[@CIT0012] The increased antitumor activity of NPs containing BA may be related to increased membrane permeability of fullerenol and GBP.

In this genotoxicity study, BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs showed low genotoxicity to MHCC97H and L02 cells at low BA/C~60~(OH)~n~ concentrations. Compared with other studies,[@CIT0041] the high concentration of fullerenol--TPGS complex in this study showed higher genotoxicity. The difference in cell permeability caused by fullerenols with different hydroxyl groups may be related to genetic toxicity. At the same time, from the results of NPs treatment, the cell migration capacity and invasion capacity of MHCC97H cells treated with NPs were significantly lower than those of the control group. Overall, the results showed that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs inhibited the migration and invasion of MHCC97H cells in vitro. Therefore, NPs can be a promising agent for anti-tumor therapy.

Apoptosis, migration and invasion of tumor cells are extremely complex and are regulated by multiple signaling pathways. In human cells, the apoptotic pathway can be divided into caspase-dependent branches. According to the substrate specificity and target protein of these caspases, they are related to apoptosis and can be divided into apoptotic promoter caspase 8 and apoptosis-influencing factor caspase 3.[@CIT0042] Another caspase-9 has been identified as a tumor cell with direct and critical targets that can transduce and mediate tumor cell proliferation, migration, and invasion through the apoptotic pathway.[@CIT0043] In previous studies, the results showed that BA can inhibit the proliferation of KM3 multiple myeloma cells and induce apoptosis in a time and dose-dependent manner, which is related to the activation of caspase-3.[@CIT0044] Other results indicate that BA prevents the proliferation of KB cells and promotes mitochondrial apoptosis, indicating an increase in TUNEL^+^ cells and the activity of caspase-3 and caspase-9.[@CIT0045] More importantly, it was found that the proteolytic level of lysed Caspase-3 in BA-treated HCC cells increased significantly, suggesting that BA induced tumor cell apoptosis through the inherent mitochondrial pathway.[@CIT0046] In addition, BA treatment can significantly increase its activity. Caspase-3 and Caspase-9 in DEN plus CCl4 treated mouse liver and HepG2 cells. Based on these results, BA induced significant apoptosis in both in vivo and in vitro HCC cells.[@CIT0047] These previous results are similar to the conclusions of this study, that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs can effectively express Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 in MHCC97H cells. Our results suggest that Caspase −3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 may play an important role in the inhibition of HCC cells by NPs. It provided speculation that one of the important mechanisms of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs inhibiting MHCC97H cells may be by up-regulating the expression of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9. However, up-regulating the expression of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9 is the main factor that inhibits HCC and needs further study.

Metastasis is the main cause of high morbidity and mortality of liver cancer. The process of allowing tumor cells to migrate and invade is an important therapeutic goal. Cell migration does not require caspase. However, they can affect signaling pathways that promote migration and enhance migration, either as part of the normal caspase cascade sub-apoptotic activation or due to the non-catalytic activity of caspase-8 in higher organisms.[@CIT0048] Caspase-8 is a key upstream trigger for programmed cell death, but paradoxically, there is evidence that caspase-8 can promote cell migration.[@CIT0049] From the results of this study, there was no significant increase in Caspase-8 in cells treated with BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs compared to Caspase-3 and Caspase-9. Therefore, we speculated that down-regulating the expression of Caspase-8 in HCC cell migration may attenuate the effect of up-regulating the expression of Caspase-8 in BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs and promote the apoptosis of liver cancer cells.

Conclusions {#S0005}
===========

In this study, it involves a newer formulation that includes the polypentadiene lipids and vitamin E-TPGS hybrid nanoparticles for controlled release of betulinic acid and low-substituted hydroxyl fullerenol, and successfully developed BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs delivery system, and its anti-HCC effects were researched. In conclusion, NPs exhibited improved solubility and stability. NPs showed significant internal and external boundaries, and the distribution of drug-loaded also had obvious regularity, especially the distribution of C~60~(OH)~n~. The NPs have high DE and high EE of BA and C~60~(OH)~n~. BA and C~60~(OH)~n~ for NPs displayed a biphasic release pattern with sustained drug release characteristics.

In this bioactivity study, BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs could effectively inhibit proliferation, migration and invasion of MHCC97H cell in vitro. We concluded that one of the important mechanisms by which BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs inhibit MHCC97Hcells may be achieved by up-regulating the expression of Caspase-3, Caspase-8 and Caspase-9. However, we need to add a few inferences that down-regulating Caspase-8 expression of BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs inhibiting HCC cell migration may reduce the effect of up-regulating the NPs to promote Caspase-8 expression and HCC cell apoptosis.

All these results indicate that BA-C~60~(OH)~n~-GBP-TPGS-NPs effectively inhibits the HCC deterioration and is expected to play an important role in the treatment of HCC. We infer that a mixture of C~60~(OH)~n~ with different hydroxyl groups may have some impact on the stability of the NPs system itself. Meanwhile, combined use of C~60~(OH)~n~ and BA in GBP lipids may increase the inhibit effect of C~60~(OH)~n~ or BA against HCC cells and reduce cytotoxicity and genotoxicity of C~60~(OH)~n~ for ordinary cells. In particular, the relationship between the physicochemical regularities and biological activities of low-substituted hydroxyl fullerenol in GBP is worthy of further research and development.
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[^1]: **Notes:** Data are expressed as mean ± SD (n=3). \*Optimized batch was batch E (20% GBP of TPGS, w%). GBP: BA: C~60~(OH)~n~ ratio (2:1:1, w/w/w). C~60~(OH)~n~ (mixture with n=2--6, n=10--14 and n=16--20, 1:1:1, w/w/w). Values not sharing the equal letter are obviously diverse from each other (p \< 0.05 ANOVA ensued by the Tukey's test).
